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Abstract

Keywords

As cloud computing becomes increasingly popular among enterprises, organizations, and developers, it is time to consider how Software as a Service solutions
can be built rapidly and cost-effectively. This paper presents the possibility of
using a service-based architecture operating within the framework of the public
cloud computing model and implementing Software as a Service. It also describes the architecture, implementation, and testing of sample applications. The
conclusions drawn, with respect to related work and the results obtained, shed
more light on the application of public cloud systems for Software as a Service
purposes.
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1. Introduction
A cloud is a computer system that provides computing, data storage, and infrastructure as a service. Clouds have been evolving for decades and originated from mainframes,
which were big, inflexible systems used by large institutions for computing purposes.
However, mainframes quickly became insufficient in the face of increasingly-complex
scientific computations. The next stage in cloud evolution was the use of grids – heterogeneous systems created for computing purposes which were based on the temporarily
unutilized processing power of mainframes. Grids provided computing resources, but
the amount of resources available depended on the current mainframe usage. Thus,
grids were perfect for scientific purposes but unsuitable for business ones due to the
unreliability of their computing power. Clouds were built based on the experience
gathered from grid systems – they provide optimum usage of physical resources combined with a guaranteed quality of service for end users. Moreover, they are based on
Internet technologies (which facilitates access) and automatically-managed resources
(which improves provisioning and scalability) [19, 16, 6].
Clouds rapidly emerged as a system infrastructure because they provided quicklyscalable resources. Public clouds such as Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, and Google
App Engine provide reasonably-priced resources on demand. Public clouds have multiple applications: scientific computing, back end for web applications, and providing
infrastructure for high-level services like Software as a Service [26]. This paper attempts to evaluate how public clouds can be used to build high-level services such as
Software as a Service.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, Section 3
describes a Software as a Service system based on the Heroku cloud, Section 4 presents
the tests performed, and Section 5 presents the conclusion.

2. Related work
The idea for cloud systems comes from grids. There are many similarities between
grids and clouds. First of all, both computing models are multi-task and multi-tenant
ones. Cloud and grid computing provide service-level agreements (SLAs) for guaranteed uptime availability exceeding 99 percent. Scalability of applications is also accomplished in the same way – through load balancing of separately-running instances
[15]. The author points out one main difference – grids may slow down, or computations may even be interrupted, as a result of available resource shortages (which is
a serious issue hindering grid usage for business purposes). On the other hand, clouds
are capable of providing stable, reserved resources for customers.
In [3], the author presents the evolution of IT services. The starting point for
consideration is the positive role of outsourcing. It results in cost reductions, higher
quality, a fast development cycle, and performance assurance. Benefits from outsourcing are compared to greater advantages of cloud computing, like better cost optimization and another speed-up in development. As opposed to outsourcing (which
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requires significant expenditure), cloud computing does not generate up-front costs.
Other advantages of cloud systems include a shorter contract time that allows for
more flexibility.
Service-oriented architecture1 (SOA), combined with cloud computing, can provide multiple benefits. In another article [24], the author presents the challenges and
opportunities of such a combination. It is promising due to the improving quality of
clouds, and benefits resulting from their interoperability, scalability, and easy service
reuse owing to their availability over the Internet [21]. Of course, this solution does
introduce some new challenges [8], like service availability that is limited to cloud
availability as well as new issues of security, but the authors of the paper believe that
the opportunities are greater than the challenges.
Clouds combine four areas of computer science: distributed systems, Internet
technologies, resource virtualization, and automated resource management. This idea
makes it possible to take advantage of synergies between all these domains. The
concept of cloud systems [8] is presented in Figure 1.
The following are major characteristics of clouds [2]:
• access over network;
• access on demand;
• flexibility;
• adaptation to customer needs.
Cloud systems can be classified by level of abstraction [2]:
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) – this is a platform that provides virtualized
resources (computations, storage, communication) on demand. IaaS can be used
as the basis for higher-level cloud systems, such as Platform as a Service or
Software as a Service. Amazon EC2 and GoGrid are examples of this type of
cloud.
• Platform as a Service (PaaS) – this is a platform that provides virtualized resources enhanced with programming platform elements. These additional features
can be used in applications via the provided API; e.g., PaaS can provide authentication or a persistence layer. Platform as a Service very often offers automatic
scalability. Google App Engine and Heroku are examples of this type of cloud.
Table 1 shows the comparison of most popular PaaS systems.
• Software as a Service (SaaS) – this is the most advanced category of cloud systems. SaaS provides on-demand access to applications located in the computer
network. The user does not need to worry about the infrastructure, software, or
application maintenance – these are the responsibilities of the provider. Salesforce.com is an example of SaaS [25].
IaaS and PaaS clouds are quite similar in that they provide an environment for
applications. PaaS offers solutions for common cases, like authentication, persistence,
1 Service-oriented

architecture is a software-development paradigm in which software delivers
desired functionalities through the use of orchestrated services [7].
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Figure 1. Concept of a cloud.

or big data support. This makes it possible to save time in development, but flexibility
is reduced compared to IaaS [9]. PaaS saves time by handling all operational work,
such as configuration, optimization, continuous environment updates, and finally, the
deployment of applications and their detailed monitoring. This, however, also proves to be a disadvantage of PaaS, due to its issues with complex, highly-customized
solutions. IaaS, on the other hand, provides resources (computations, storage, communication) that need to be configured, managed, and monitored by the user. These
time-consuming actions allow users to create highly-customized solutions, including
PaaS.
Cloud systems are becoming increasingly popular thanks to their development
efficiency and cost effectiveness. Easy access over a network makes this technology
globally available. In [22], the author divides cloud users into four groups: cloud in-
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Table 1
Platform as a Service comparison.
Name

Vendor

Supported
languages

programming

Features

App Engine

Google

Java, Python, Go

Easy development of scalable applications using BigTable database, multiple features available via API;
e.g., authentication [23]

Heroku

Salesforce.com

Ruby, Java, Scala, Python,
Node.js, Clojure, PHP

Many programming languages supported, easy management, deployment using
Git

Cloud Foundry

VMWare

Java, JavaScript, Ruby, Scala

Support for Eclipse IDE,
add-on for Spring Roo framework

Windows Azure

Microsoft

.NET, JavaScript, PHP, Python,

Well integrated with Microsoft services available via
API

frastructure developers, service authors, integration and provisioning staff, and end
users. Cloud systems are a common tool for these people, as they care about quality.
Issues with clouds may be solved on multiple levels. The author calculates the ratio
between the number of support and development requests – one request to a cloud
infrastructure developer corresponds to 1,000 requests to service authors and 100,000
requests to service integrators. These numbers reflect the flexibility and easy customization of cloud infrastructure.
In many papers [22, 17, 3], the authors note multiple issues connected with cloud
security. The most common are related to the security of multi-tenancy, data privacy,
and limited SLA. Security in cloud-based systems is frequently mismanaged – in order
to maximize effectiveness while also minimizing costs as well as the risk of security
breaches, security and privacy must be considered from the initial planning stage at
the beginning of the system development life-cycle. Addressing security issues after
implementation and deployment is not only much more difficult and expensive, but
also considerably riskier [10].
Despite the complex issues related to security, SaaS becomes an increasinglypopular solution for cloud computing. One of the proposals to increase the security
level is a DIFC (Decentralized Information Flow Control) model for SaaS application
security (referred to as SAS-DIFC) [20]. This controls the data flow among SaaS
applications as well as the external untrusted environment, and also protects the
privacy of user data.
Important issues in the context of the cloud are performance and scalability. In
[5], the authors present performance evaluation and scalability measurement issues for
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Software as a Service (SaaS) in the Amazon EC2 cloud environment. In this article,
the authors propose formal and graphic models with metrics, which allow for efficient
measurements of SaaS performance and scalability in a cloud.
In addition to the many benefits [11], the use of cloud computing in the SaaS
model brings some disadvantages as well. In [4], the author lists the main disadvantages of SaaS, such as low confidence in data security in situations where critical data
(human resources, billing, etc.) is located on servers outside the company, and integration with the rest of the system applications. The problem of integration is a result of
simultaneous use of data located in the cloud and on the local system. Another issue
regarding SaaS is the existence of a single point of failure for all applications. This
makes development and maintenance more complicated due to the need to provide
high availability.
An important issue is the problem of integrating existing software into the SaaS
environment. In [14], the authors use a master table and master code to effectively
transfer existing software and data from the ASP (Application Service Provider) to
the SaaS environment.
On the basis of conclusions from the papers discussed above, we have decided to
evaluate public cloud systems as an infrastructure background for a cloud operating
at a high level of abstraction; i.e., Software as a Service.

3. Implementation of Software as a Service
Building Software as a Service on the basis of physical, non-virtualized resources is
complicated and expensive. We need to ensure maintenance staff and provide additional resources for future growth [12, 18]. A solution to these issues is to build an SaaS
system based on public cloud technology, which provides reasonably-priced, scalable,
and easily-obtainable resources. We have built a sample SaaS system based on the
Heroku cloud. Heroku itself is a Platform as a Service system built over the Amazon
IaaS.
The selected Heroku platform has many advantages, including automated failover, disaster recovery, and bit rot prevention. The platform supports agile development
methodologies and allows for seamless software development. Heroku allows for the
use of the Postgres database or other external databases, and provides a “worker role”
which makes it possible to run long, asynchronous tasks [13, 1].
The main part of the sample SaaS system is the Portal. It is a gateway for users
which allows access to applications that are provided as services. The Portal is also
responsible for user management, single sign-on, and application-access management.
It may contain community elements such as newsletters, forums, or notifications. The
next part of the system is the application group; this provide business functionalities for customers (software services). Access for users is available on demand, and
customers may be charged depending on software usage.
Figure 2 presents the system architecture.
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It contains five layers:
• the external resource layer containing identity providers federated with the Portal
using the OpenId/OAuth protocol stack and other resources managed by other
organizations;
• the system layer containing the Portal is responsible for authentication, authorization, and user account management;
• the communication layer is the Internet-based part of the system responsible for
gluing all layers together;
• the application layer contains multiple applications that implement business features provided as a service by the Portal;
• the user layer is based on end-user computers with web browsers that allow access
to the system.
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External resource

Communication layer

Internet
Portal
Data

System layer
Data
Servers

Communication layer

Internet

Application layer

Data
Server

Client application

Data
Server

Client application

Figure 2. Portal architecture.

The Portal is responsible for providing single sign-on2 for applications. Figure 3
shows the sequence associated with user login to the system. The user displays the
2 Single Sign-on (SSO) – a system feature enabling common authentication for multiple independent applications (Service Providers – SP) using credentials from the Identity Provider (IdP). If the
user is authenticated with the IP, there is no need to log in again when changing applications. This
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application page; if the request does not contain a valid SSO token, the user is then
redirected to the Portal login page. After successful authentication, an SSO token is
returned. This token is attached to the next request, and the application validates it
with the Portal. After successful verification, a user session is created and the session
ID is returned to the user.

Service provider (application)
User

Identity provider (Portal)

Application page loading()
Redirect to Portal
User login

SSO token is returned
Request with SSO token()
SSO token validation request

Session ID is returned

Token validity confirmation

Figure 3. Single sign-on login sequence using a provider on the basis of the Portal’s embedded
database.

The Portal also provides another way of getting the authentication token. This
can be done using an external identity provider over the OpenId3 /OAuth4 protocols.
The Portal can work with public-identity providers such as Google, Twitter, Facebook,
etc. or can be connected to a dedicated provider associated with the customer’s domain
network. This solution is helpful for both users (who can reuse their existing accounts)
and organizations (which gain ’one click’ account management of both internal and
external resources without sharing their database directly).

mechanism also provides the Single Sign-Off feature, enabling a common logout from all associated
applications.
3 OpenId – a distributed, open authorization standard. It helps with the distribution of identity
elements like name, email and address across co-operating applications.
4 OAuth – an open standard enabling resource sharing without providing username and password
and instead using client-agent redirects. The OAuth standard is complementary to OpenId.
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4. Case study
For prototyping purposes, we have created the Portal as a core part of the system. It
provides user management, application access management, and single sign-on features. The Portal also provides a mechanism enabling usage monitoring of the software
provided. We have also developed two sample applications which provide business
functionalities: Staff Manager and Warehouse Manager. Staff Manager is responsible for staff management at an enterprise and can be used by the HR department
for storing basic information of each employee. The second application is Warehouse
Manager, which optimizes the management of goods at a warehouse, thus facilitating
the employees’ work. The developed applications can form the basis of an application
suite for enterprises such as factories, logistics centers, or wholesalers.
Both the Portal and the applications themselves are web-based applications. They
have been created using Play Framework – an emerging framework designed for building MVC5 applications. The back end has been developed in Java, while the front
end is based on HTML and CSS. Play provides a flexible template language, facilitating the creation of views. It also contains support for ORM6 , which is provided by
EBean ORM. We have taken advantage of one of Play’s plugins – Play Authenticate
– which makes it possible to easily federate Play applications with OpenId/OAuth
identity providers.

4.1. Performance evaluation
The Portal and applications were deployed to the Heroku cloud. Each application ran
on a single dyno7 environment (free plan). In order to evaluate the SaaS system based
on the Heroku platform, we performed three tests:
• a test measuring the load time of the Portal’s login page depending on client
location;
• a test measuring the time cost of authentication depending on authentication
provider complexity;
• a test measuring the maximum performance of the application based on one dyno.
4.1.1. Test measuring the load time of the Portal’s login page depending on
client location
Software as a Service applications are available over Internet, and thus, may be used
in multiple locations around the world. Due to client-server distance, the increase in
RTT8 may inconvenience users. We can assume that a fast application needs around
5 MVC

– Model-View-Controller – a design pattern for handling user interfaces.
– Object Relational Mapping; middleware, enabling the use of SQL databases in objectoriented software.
7 Dyno – an independent process execution environment in Heroku Cloud, which provides 512 MB
of RAM and a single CPU.
8 RTT – Round Trip Time.
6 ORM
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250 ms to load a page on the client side9 . Heroku is hosted on the Amazon EC2 cloud
located in Virginia (U.S.) – this is the home of our application. The purpose of the
test was to find locations where our system could be considered fast.
For testing purposes, we used the blitz.io tool, a cloud-based system for performing load tests. It provides clients in multiple locations:
• U.S. (Virginia, Oregon, California);
• Brazil;
• Japan;
• Singapore;
• Australia;
• Ireland.
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Figure 4. Portal login page mean load time.

During the test, 250 threads (clients) from different locations were continuously
loading the login page. Each sequence lasted for 60 seconds to yield results that were
more accurate. Figure 4 shows the mean load time of the Portal login page for various
client locations. The chart shows that load time for four locations was around or below
250 milliseconds. Thus, it can be stated that our system will be considered fast by
clients in the U.S. and Ireland.
4.1.2. Test measuring the time cost of authentication depending on
authentication provider complexity
The Portal is a Single Sign-On identity provider. This test compares the time effectiveness of two kinds of authentication – one based on an embedded database and
9 Blitz.io

documentation (https://www.blitz.io/docs/overview) suggests that a fast application page should load in 250 ms.
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the other using an external, federated authentication provider over OpenId/OAuth
protocols. The results show the token revalidation time (including the Portal page
reload time) using the Portal’s database and external providers (Google, Facebook,
Twitter).
2,5

Time [s]
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1,5

1

0,5

0
Facebook

Google

Twitter

Portal's database

Figure 5. Token revalidation time depending on identity providers.

Figure 5 shows that the usage of OpenId/OAuth protocols is time expensive – it
requires about twice as much time as internal database authentication. This is caused
by the complexity of protocols and multiple HTTP requests that are sent between
the Portal and the external identity provider. The cost is significant, so this should
be considered in order to reduce the impact; e.g., by creating a dedicated cache or,
where possible, by using less-complicated identity providers.
4.1.3. Test measuring the maximum performance of the application based on
one dyno
The main goal of this test was to find the maximum number of requests that can be
processed by a system based on a single dyno. During the test, we used the authentication service provided by the Portal, which verifies if the specified single sign-on
token is valid.
The free blitz.io plan limits the maximum number of simultaneous clients (threads) to 250 – so, in order to generate additional traffic, we used a PC along with the
JMeter tool, which allowed us to create an additional 300 threads.
Figure 6 shows the number of threads as a function of test time. The dotted line
shows the maximum number of correctly-completed requests per second. Our system,
which was based on one dyno, was able to fulfill about 410 requests per second.
Test results demonstrate that it is possible to build an efficient application based
on the Heroku cloud. However, as long as it is the sole infrastructure provider, Heroku
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remains the single point of potential failure for the system. Moreover, we should be
aware that the user’s experience regarding system speed varies depending on his/her
location. This issue is caused by RTT. In order to avoid this while building a fast,
global system, it is necessary to find a cloud system with multiple locations around
the world.
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Figure 6. Number of threads as a function of time.

5. Summary
This paper provides a brief survey of cloud systems, mainly focusing on Software as
a Service. This kind of cloud can be built on the basis of physical, non-virtualized
resources, but this approach entails significant entry and maintenance costs and is
not easily scalable (obstacles that are important in business applications). The disadvantages listed above can be overcome by developing Software as a Service based on
public clouds that are easily scalable, reasonably priced (based on usage), and come
with a maintenance staff. The main goal of our work was to determine if public clouds
are suitable for Software as a Service infrastructure.
Cloud systems may cause numerous security issues; one such issue is the fact
that incorrect configuration of virtualization may allow unauthorized access to data
or loss of data integrity. Some organizations that handle sensitive data cannot afford
to transfer their data outside their boundaries, because they would not be able to
supervise data processing and access. This is an important constraint for public cloud
technology; but in some cases, the solution may be a private cloud system.
One should be aware of the complexity of the Single Sign-On process. It can be
quite simple and fast when based on an embedded identity provider using the local
database, but there is also the possibility of building complex distributed solutions
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using external identity providers. This allows identity sharing across organizations,
but also consumes time and introduces an external failure point to the application.
Our test has demonstrated that public clouds are capable of hosting Software as
a Service, but we must be aware of certain limits. First of all, it is difficult to develop
fast applications for clients in all locations around the world – this is limited by RTT
issues. The second limit is more fundamental – the maximum availability of our application is limited by the cloud SLA. In direct use, the cloud is not sufficiently safe to
host critical software. There is a need for more-sophisticated research on development
of middleware that would increase application availability. This middleware should
be based on multiple independent public cloud systems in order to reduce the risk of
application outages caused by infrastructure failure.
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